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Tree products of cyclic groups and HNN extensions
Matthieu PICANTIN
Abstract Garside groups are a natural lattice-theoretic generalization of the braid groups
and spherical type Artin-Tits groups. Here we show that the class of Garside groups is closed
under some free products with cyclic amalgamated subgroups. We deduce that every tree
product of infinite cyclic groups is a Garside group. Moreover, we study those cyclic HNN
extensions of Garside groups that are Garside groups as well. Using a theorem of Pietrowski,
we conclude this paper by stating that a non-cyclic one-relator group is Garside if and only
if its centre is non-trivial.
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1 Introduction
Braid groups are well understood due to Brieskorn’s presentation theorem and the subse- (v.3)quent structural study by Deligne and Brieskorn–Saito [6, 18] : their main combinatorial
results express that every braid group is the group of fractions of a monoid in which di-
visibility has good properties, and, in addition, there exists a distinguished element whose
divisors encode the whole structure : in modern terminology, such a monoid is called Gar-
side. The group of fractions of a Garside monoid is called a Garside group. Garside groups
enjoy many remarkable group-theoretical, cohomological and homotopy-theoretical proper-
ties [11, 14].
The aim of this paper is to explore further the class of Garside groups. The latter happens to
be closed under direct product and under some Zappa-Sze´p products. More precisely, every
Garside monoid is an iterated Zappa-Sze´p product of Garside monoids with infinite cyclic
centre [34]. We recall that a Zappa-Sze´p product (or bi-crossed product, or knit product) of
groups or monoids [45, 46] is the natural extension of a semidirect product in which both
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groups (or monoids) act on one another, the semidirect product corresponding to the case
when one action is trivial, and the direct product to the case when both actions are trivial.
Here we investigate the cyclic amalgamated free products of Garside monoids (Section 3).
From this we deduce that every tree product of infinite cyclic groups is a Garside group.
Then we characterize those cyclic HNN extensions of Garside groups that are again Garside
groups (Section 4). As a nice consequence, using the solution of Pietrowski for the isomor-
phism problem for one-relator groups with non-trivial centre [40], we finally state that a
non-cyclic one-relator group is Garside if and only if its centre is non-trivial (Section 5).
2 Background from Garside groups
In this section, we list some basic properties of Garside monoids and groups. For all the
results and the examples quoted here, we refer the reader to [14] (see also [11–13, 15, 33–
39]).(v.3)
Assume that M is a monoid. We say that M is conical if 1 is the only invertible element
in M . For a, b in M , we say that b is a left divisor of a—or that a is a right multiple of b—
if a = bd holds for some d in M . An element c is a right lower common multiple—or
a right lcm—of a and b if it is a right multiple of both a and b, and every common right
multiple of a and b is a right multiple of c. Right divisor, left multiple, and left lcm are
defined symmetrically. For a, b in M , we say that b divides a—or that b is a divisor of a—
if a = cbd holds for some c, d in M .
If c, c′ are two right lcms of a and b, necessarily c is a left divisor of c′, and c′ is a left
divisor of c. If we assume M to be conical and cancellative, we have c = c′. In this case,
the unique right lcm of a and b is denoted by a∨ b. If a∨ b exists, and M is left cancellative,
there exists a unique element c satisfying a ∨ b = ac. This element is denoted by a \ b. We
define the left lcm ∨˜ and the left operation / symmetrically. In particular, we have
a ∨ b = a(a \ b) = b(b \ a), and a ∨˜ b = (b / a)a = (a / b)b.
Cancellativity and conicity imply that left and right divisibility are order relations.(v.3) A monoid M is said to be Garside if M is conical and cancellative, every pair of elements
in M admits a left lcm and a right lcm, and M admits a Garside element, defined to be an
element whose left and right divisors coincide, are finite in number, and generate M .(v.3)
Example 1 By [6], all spherical type Artin-Tits monoids are Garside monoids. The classi-
cal braid monoids of the complex reflection groups G7, G11, G12, G13, G15, G19 and G22
given in [7] (see [15, 33]), Garside’s hypercube monoids [20, 33], the dual braid monoids
for spherical type Artin-Tits groups [3–5, 33, 36] and some so-called post-classical braid
monoid [10] for complex reflection groups of type (e, e, r) are also Garside monoids.
The enveloping group of a monoid M is defined as the group admitting the same presenta-
tion as M ; formally, it can be viewed as the monoid 〈M ∪M : RM ∪ FM 〉+, where RM
is the family of all relations bc = d with b, c, d ∈ M and FM is the family of all rela-
tions bb = bb = 1 with b ∈M .
If M is a Garside monoid, then M satisfies Ore’s conditions [9], and it embeds in a group of
right fractions, and, symmetrically, in a group of left fractions. In this case, by construction,
every right fraction ab−1 with a, b in M can be expressed as a left fraction c−1d with c, d
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in M , and conversely. Therefore, the two groups coincide, and there is no ambiguity in
speaking of the group of fractions of a Garside monoid.
A group G is said to be a Garside group if there exists a Garside monoid of which G is the
enveloping group, hence the group of fractions.
Example 2 Let us consider the monoid Mχ with presentation
〈 a, b, c : a2 = bc, b3 = ca 〉+.
The monoid Mχ is a typical example of a Garside monoid, and, in addition, Mχ has the dis-
tinguishing feature to be not antiautomorphic, contrary to those examples mentioned in Ex-
ample 1. Its group of fractions happens to be the group 〈 a, b : a3 = b4 〉 of the (3, 4)-torus
knot. We refer to [33, 37] for more Garside structures for torus link groups.
Remark 3 Garside structures had been called small Gaussian or thin Gaussian in earlier
works until 2000 [15, 33–35].
Lemma 4 [14] Assume that M is a Garside monoid. Then the following identities holds
in M :
(ab) ∨ (ac) = a(b ∨ c),
c \ (ab) = (c \ a)((a \ c) \ b), (ab) \ c = b \ (a \ c),
(a ∨ b) \ c = (a \ b) \ (a \ c) = (b \ a) \ (b \ c), c \ (a ∨ b) = (c \ a) ∨ (c \ b).
Lemma 5 [14] Assume that M is a Garside monoid. Then the following equivalent asser-
tions hold :
(i) There exists a mapping ν from M to the integers satisfying ν(a) > 0 for every a 6= 1 (v.3)in M , and ν(ab) ≥ ν(a) + ν(b) for every a, b in M ; (v.3)(ii) For every set X that generates M and for every a in M , the lengths of the decomposi-
tions of a as products of elements in X have a finite upper bound.
A monoid is said to be atomic if it satisfies the equivalent conditions of Lemma 5. An atom
is defined to be a non-trivial element a such that a = bc implies b = 1 or c = 1. The norm
function ||.|| of an atomic monoid M is defined in such a way that, for every a in M , ||a|| is (v.3)the upper bound of the lengths of the decompositions of a as products of atoms.
Example 6 The monoid Mκ defined by the presentation
〈 x, y : xyxyx = yy 〉+
is another example of a Garside monoid, which admits no additive norm, i.e., no norm ν (v.3)
satisfying ν(ab) = ν(a) + ν(b) for any two elements a, b in Mκ. Its group of fractions
happens to be isomorphic to 〈 y, z : y3 = z3 〉.
By the previous lemma, every element in a Garside monoid has finitely many left divisors,
only then, for every pair of elements (a, b), the common left divisors of a and b admit a right
lcm, which is therefore the left gcd of a and b. This left gcd will be denoted by a ∧ b. We
define the right gcd ∧˜ symmetrically.
Lemma 7 [14] Assume that M is a Garside monoid. Then it admits a finite generating
subset that is closed under \, /,∨,∧, ∨˜ and ∧˜.
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Every Garside monoid admits a finite set of atoms, and this set is the minimal generating
set [15]. The hypothesis that there exists a finite generating subset that is closed under \
implies that the closure of the atoms under \ is finite.
If M is a Garside monoid, the closure S of its atoms under \ and ∨ is finite—its elements are
called simple elements, and their right lcm is the (minimal) Garside element denoted by ∆.
The finite lattice (S,∧,∨, 1,∆) nicely summarizes the whole structure of M in a nutshell.
The set of all Garside elements of M is ∆+ = {∆p : p > 0} (see [34] for instance) and we
denote by ∆
p
q the set of the q-roots of the element ∆p. For any root h of a Garside element,(v.3)
we denote by (δ(h),ǫ(h)) the lexicographically minimal pair (p, q) for which h ∈ ∆
ep
q ,
where ǫ(h) is called the exponent of h and where e is the smallest positive integer for
which ∆e is central, hence e = ǫ(∆). In particular, ǫ(h) is the smallest integer q such
that hq is central.(v.3)
Example 8 The lattices of simple elements in Mχ of Example 2 and in Mκ of Example 6
are displayed in Figures 1(a) and 1(b). More lattices are displayed in Figures 4, 5 and 9.
Examples 22 and 29 will include the computation of some small sets∆
p
q for Mχ and for Mκ.
a b c
(a) The 9-simple lattice of Mχ.
x y
(b) The 12-simple lattice of Mκ .
Fig. 1 Two examples of lattices of simples (see Examples 2 and 6).
Any Garside group can be the enveloping group of various monoids, many of whom can be
Garside monoids. Now its centre gives rise to common structural constraints on all of them.
Lemma 9 [34] The center of the group of fractions of a Garside monoid M is the group of
fractions of the center of M .
Theorem 10 [34] The quasi-center QZ (resp. the center) of a Garside monoid M is a free
abelian submonoid of M , and the function a 7→ ∆a = ∨M \a is a surjective semilattice
homomorphism from (M,∨) onto (QZ,∨).
Corollary 11 The free abelian group of rank n is the group of fractions of a unique Garside
monoid up to isomorphism.
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We conclude this section by recalling how to effectively recognize Garside monoids.
A monoid presentation 〈 A : R 〉+ is called right-complemented if R contains no ε-relation
(that is, no relation w = ε with w nonempty), no relation s · · · = s · · · with s ∈ A and,
for s 6= t ∈ A, at most one relation s · · · = t · · · .
A syntactic right-complement on an alphabet A is a partial map θ from A2 to A∗ such
that θ(x, x) = ε holds for every x ∈ A and, if θ(x, y) is defined, then so is θ(y, x).
Lemma 12 [14] A monoid presentation 〈 A : R 〉+ is right-complemented if and only if
there exists a syntactic right-complement θ such that R consists of all relations xθ(x, y) =
yθ(y, x) with x 6= y ∈ A.
In the situation of Lemma 12, we naturally say that the presentation 〈A : R 〉+ is associated
with the syntactic right-complement θ (which is uniquely determined by the presentation),
and then we write 〈 A : Rθ 〉+.
Lemma 13 [14] Assume that 〈 A : Rθ 〉+ is a right-complemented presentation. Then
there exists a unique minimal extension of the syntactic right-complement θ into a partial
map θ from A∗ ×A∗ to A∗ that satisfies the rules
θ(u, ε) = ε, θ(ε, u) = u, θ(uv, uw) = θ(v, w), (θ-epsilon)
θ(u, vw) = θ(u, v) θ(θ(v, u), w), and θ(vw, u) = θ(w, θ(v, u)). (θ-extension)
The map θ is such that θ(u, v) exists if and only if θ(v, u) does.
Assume that 〈 A : Rθ 〉+ is a right-complemented presentation. A triple (u, v, w) of words
in A∗ satisfies the θ-cube condition whenever it satisfies
θ(θ(u, v), θ(u,w)) = θ(θ(v, u), θ(v,w)), (θ-cube)
meaning that either both sides are defined and they are equal, or neither is defined (see Fig-
ure 2). The θ-cube condition is satisfied on S ⊆ A∗ if every triple of words in S satisfies it.
Rules (θ-epsilon) and (θ-extension), and Condition (θ-cube) on words have to be compared
with those of Lemma 4 on elements: any Garside monoid with set of atoms A admits a
right-complemented presentation 〈 A : Rθ 〉+ satisfying Condition (θ-cube) on A∗.
Example 14 The monoid Mχ from Example 2 admits the right-complemented presenta-
tion 〈 A : Rθχ 〉+ with θχ(a, b) = a, θχ(a, c) = a2, θχ(b, a) = c, θχ(b, c) = b2,
θχ(c, a) = ab, and θχ(c, b) = a (one could choose θ′χ with θ′χ(a, c) = bc instead). We
can compute for instance θχ(θχ(a, b), θχ(a, cb)) = θχ(a, aac) = ac = θχ(c, bba) =
θχ(θχ(b, a), θχ(b, cb)), witnessing the θχ-cube condition for the triple (a, b, cb).
The criterion we shall use in the sequel is :
Theorem 15 [14] Assume that an atomic monoid M admits a right-complemented pre-
sentation 〈 A : Rθ 〉+ satisfying the θ-cube condition on A. Then M is left-cancellative
and admits conditional right-lcms, that is, any two elements of M that admit a common
right-multiple admit a right-lcm.
Moreover, if M is also right-cancellative and admits a Garside element, then M is a Garside
monoid. For alternative Garsidity criteria and details, we refer to [14] (see also [11–13,15]).
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θ(v, w)
u
w
v
θ(u, v)
θ(u,w)
θ(
w
, u
)
θ(w, v)
θ(v, u)
θ(θ(u, v), θ(u
,w))
θ(θ(v, u),θ(v, w))
Fig. 2 The θ-cube condition: when one can draw the six faces of the cube, then each of the three small gray
triangular sectors is labeled by two equal words, and the cube closes.
3 Amalgamated free products
We prove that the class of Garside groups is closed under some free products with cyclic
amalgamated subgroups. This turns out to be exactly what we need to deduce that every tree
product of infinite cyclic groups is a Garside group.
Let M1, M2, H be monoids with morphisms φ1 : H →֒ M1 and φ2 : H →֒ M2. The
amalgamated free product of M1 and M2 with respect to H , φ1, and φ2 is the monoid
〈M1 ⋆M2 : φ1(h) = φ2(h), h ∈ H 〉
+.
When H = 〈 h 〉+ is cyclic, we denote φ1(h) = h1, φ2(h) = h2, and the amalgamated
free product M1 ⋆h1=h2 M2.(v.3)
Theorem 16 Let M1 and M2 be some Garside monoids. Then, for any root h1 of any Gar-
side element in M1 and any root h2 of any Garside element in M2, the cyclic amalgamated
free product M1 ⋆h1=h2 M2 is a Garside monoid.
Actually, a necessary assumption is that φi(H) has to contain a Garside element of Mi
for i ∈ {1, 2}. When restricted to cyclic amalgamated submonoids, the latter naturally
expresses in terms of roots of Garside elements.
Remark 17 Some algorithms for root extraction in Garside groups have been proposed
in [27, 43, 44] : the extraction problem of an n-th root in a Garside group G reduces to a
conjugacy problem in the Garside group Z ⋉Gn and hence is decidable (see [34, 35]). Let
us mention that the number of integers n for which an element admits an n-th root is finite
and that the number of conjugacy classes of the n-th roots of an element is finite.
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b1
b2
1
h1 h2
h21 h
2
2
h31 h
3
2
µb1 = 2
µb2 = 3
M1 M2
Fig. 3 The lattice structure of the restriction to M1 ∨M2 of the amalgamated free product M1 ⋆h1=h2 M2.
Proof First, by hypothesis, the monoids M1 and M2 are cancellative and the amalgamated
monoid H is the (infinite) cyclic monoid, hence φi(H) = 〈 hi 〉+ is a so-called unitary
submonoid of Mi for each i ∈ {1, 2}, that is, either hb ∈ φi(H) or bh ∈ φi(H) together
with h ∈ φi(H) imply b ∈ φi(H). According to [23, Corollary 3.4] (see also [16]), the
monoids M1 and M2 both embed into the cyclic amalgamated product M1 ⋆h1=h2 M2.
Next, the root assumption guarantees M to inherit the atomicity from M1 and M2. Indeed,
the lengths of the decompositions of any element b ∈ M as products of atoms can be
shown to be upper-bounded by the length of some central Garside element common to M1,
to M2, and to H . Formally, by denoting Sj = Mj \ hjMj for j ∈ {1, 2}, it is known that
the natural map ψj : φj(H) × Sj → Mj is bijective (see [17] for instance). We deduce
that any element b ∈ M admits a unique decomposition hp1b1b2 · · · b2n with b2k−1 ∈ S1,
b2k ∈ S2 and 1 ≤ k ≤ n. Now, for j ∈ {1, 2}, each element b2k−j ∈ Sj admits a minimal
right-multiple of the form b2k−jb′2k−j = h
ǫ(hj)f2k−j
j for some b
′
2k−j ∈ Mj and some
integer f2k−j > 0. Therefore we obtain
b b′2n · · · b
′
2b
′
1 = h
p
1h
ǫ(h2)f2n
2 · · ·h
ǫ(h2)f2
2 h
ǫ(h1)f1
1 = h
Nb
1 = h
Nb
2 ,
where Nb is the uniquely determined number p+ ǫ(h1)
∑n
k=1 f2k−1 + ǫ(h2)
∑n
k=1 f2k.
Denoting by ||·||1, ||·||2, and ||·|| the norms of M1,M2, and M , respectively, we conclude
||b|| ≤ max(||hNb1 ||1, ||h
Nb
2 ||2),
which gives the claim. (v.3)
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Let Ai be the set of atoms of Mi and let θi be a syntactic right-complement such that Mi
admits the complemented presentation 〈 Ai : Rθi 〉+ for i ∈ {1, 2}. By definition, the
monoid M = M1 ⋆h1=h2 M2 admits the presentation
〈 A : R 〉+ with A = A1 ⊔A2 and R = Rθ1 ⊔Rθ2 ⊔ {u1 = u2},
where ui ∈ A∗i is any fixed representative of hi for i ∈ {1, 2}.
We shall prove that M admits a complemented presentation 〈 A : Rθ 〉+ where the syn-
tactic right-complement θ essentially extends the syntactic right-complements θ1 and θ2.
Formally, we first simply set
θ(x, y) = θi(x, y) for (x, y) ∈ A2i and i ∈ {1, 2}.
For w ∈ A∗i and i ∈ {1, 2}, the root hi admits powers which are right-multiples of the
element represented byw, so we can define µw = min{m : θi(umi , w) = ε} (see Figure 3).
Therefore we set:
θ(x, y) =
{
θi(x, u
µy
i ) for µx ≥ µy,
θi(x, u
µx
i )θ3−i(u
µx
3−i, y) for µx < µy,
for (x, y) ∈ Ai ×A3−i,
i ∈ {1, 2}.
By construction, Rθ includes R. In particular, for any atom xi ∈ Ai left-dividing ui
for i ∈ {1, 2}, we have µxi = 1 and θ(xi, x3−i) = θi(xi, ui), hence {u1 = u2} ⊆ Rθ.(v.3) Conversely, any relation xθ(x, y) = yθ(y, x) in Rθ derives from relations in R . Indeed,
for (x, y) ∈ Ai ×A3−i and say µx < µy , we have:
x θ(x, y)
def
= x θi(x, u
µx
i ) θ3−i(u
µx
3−i, y)
≡θi u
µx
i θ3−i(u
µx
3−i, y)
≡ uµx3−i θ3−i(u
µx
3−i, y)
≡θ3−i y θ3−i(y, u
µx
3−i)
def
= y θ(y, x).
The case µx = µy is even simpler:
x θ(x, y)
def
= x θi(x, u
µy
i ) ≡θi u
µx
i ≡ u
µx
3−i ≡θ3−i y θ3−i(y, u
µx
3−i)
def
= y θ(y, x).
So θ is well-defined and gives to M a right-complemented presentation 〈 A : Rθ 〉+.
The syntactic right-complement θ is defined on A2 and, by Lemma 13, it can be uniquely
extended by using
θ(u, vw) = θ(u, v) θ(θ(v, u), w) and θ(vw, u) = θ(w, θ(v, u)) (θ-extension)
for any u, v, w ∈ A∗.
The point is now to check the θ-cube condition. Since M is atomic, we only need to check
it on A. It suffices to take say (x, z) ∈ A21 and y ∈ A2, since the other cases are either(v.3)
symmetric or trivial. To make reading easier, Xi, Yi, and Zi will denote uµxi , u
µy
i , and u
µz
i(v.3) respectively for i ∈ {1, 2}.
For µx > µz > µy, we have

θ(θ(x, y), θ(x, z)) = θ1(θ1(x, Y1), θ1(x, z))
= θ1(θ1(Y1, x), θ1(Y1, z)), (θ1-cube)
θ(θ(y,x), θ(y, z)) = θ(θ2(y, Y2) θ1(Y1, x),θ2(y, Y2) θ1(Y1, z))
= θ1(θ1(Y1, x), θ1(Y1, z)), (θ-epsilon)
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

θ(θ(z, y),θ(z, x)) = θ1(θ1(z, Y1),θ1(z, x))
= θ1(θ1(Y1, z),θ1(Y1, x)), (θ1-cube)
θ(θ(y, z),θ(y, x)) = θ(θ2(y, Y2) θ1(Y1, z), θ2(y, Y2) θ1(Y1, x))
= θ1(θ1(Y1, z),θ1(Y1, x)). (θ-epsilon)
For µx > µy > µz , we have

θ(θ(x, y),θ(x, z)) = θ1(θ1(x, Y1),θ1(x, z))
= θ1(θ1(Y1, x),θ1(Y1, z)) (θ1-cube)
= θ1(θ1(Y1, x), ε) = ε, (θ-epsilon)
θ(θ(y,x), θ(y, z)) = θ(θ2(y, Y2) θ1(Y1, x), θ2(y, Z2))
= θ(θ1(Y1, x), θ2(θ2(y, Y2),θ2(y,Z2))) (θ-extension)
= θ(θ1(Y1, x), θ2(θ2(Y2, y),θ2(Y2, Z2))) (θ2-cube)
= θ(θ1(Y1, x), θ2(ε, ε)) = ε, (θ-epsilon)

θ(θ(z, y),θ(z, x)) = θ(θ1(z,Z1) θ2(Z2, y),θ1(z, x))
= θ(θ2(Z2, y),θ1(θ1(z, Z1),θ1(z, x))) (θ-extension)
= θ(θ2(Z2, y),θ1(θ1(Z1, z),θ1(Z1, x))) (θ1-cube)
= θ(θ2(Z2, y),θ1(Z1, x)) (θ1-epsilon)
= θ(Z2 θ2(Z2, y), x θ1(x, Z1)) (θ-epsilon)
= θ(Z2 θ2(Z2, y), x) θ(θ(x,Z2 θ2(Z2, y)),θ1(x,Z1)) (θ-extension)
= θ(Z2 θ2(Z2, y), x) θ(θ1(x, Z1) θ(θ1(Z1, x),θ2(Z2, y)),θ1(x,Z1)) (θ-extension)
= θ(Z2 θ2(Z2, y), x), (θ-epsilon)
θ(θ(y, z), θ(y, x)) = θ(θ2(y, Z2),θ2(y, Y2) θ1(Y1, x))
= θ2(θ2(y, Z2),θ2(y, Y2)) θ(θ2(θ2(y, Y2), θ2(y, Z2)),θ1(Y1, x)) (θ-extension)
= θ2(θ2(y, Z2),θ2(y, Y2)) θ(θ2(θ2(Y2, y), θ2(Y2, Z2)),θ1(Y1, x)) (θ2-cube)
= θ2(θ2(y, Z2),θ2(y, Y2)) θ1(Y1, x) (θ-epsilon)
= θ2(θ2(Z2, y),θ2(Z2, Y2)) θ1(Y1, x) (θ2-cube)
= θ2(Z2 θ2(Z2, y), Y2) θ1(Y1, x) (θ2-epsilon)
= θ(Z2 θ2(Z2, y), x).
For µy > µx > µz , we have

θ(θ(x, y), θ(x, z)) = θ(θ1(x,X1) θ2(X2, y),θ1(x, z))
= θ(θ2(X2, y), θ1(θ1(x,X1),θ1(x, z))) (θ-extension)
= θ(θ2(X2, y), θ1(θ1(X1, x),θ1(X1, z))) (θ1-cube)
= θ2(θ2(X2, y), ε) = ε, (θ1-epsilon)
θ(θ(y,x), θ(y, z)) = θ(θ2(y,X2), θ2(y, Z2))
= θ(θ2(X2, y), θ2(X2, Z2)) (θ2-cube)
= θ2(θ2(X2, y), ε) = ε, (θ2-epsilon)

θ(θ(z, y), θ(z, x)) = θ(θ1(z, Z1) θ2(Z2, y),θ1(z, x))
= θ(θ2(Z2, y),θ1(θ1(z,Z1), θ1(z, x))) (θ-extension)
= θ(θ2(Z2, y),θ1(θ1(Z1, z), θ1(Z1, x))) (θ1-cube)
= θ(θ2(Z2, y),θ1(ε,θ1(Z1, x))) (θ1-epsilon)
= θ(θ2(Z2, y),θ1(Z1, x)) (θ1-epsilon)
= θ(Z2 θ2(Z2, y), x θ1(x,Z1)) (θ-epsilon)
= θ2(Z2 θ2(Z2, y),X2),
θ(θ(y, z), θ(y, x)) = θ2(θ2(y,Z2), θ2(y,X2))
= θ2(θ2(Z2, y), θ2(Z2, X2)) (θ2-cube)
= θ2(Z2 θ2(Z2, y), Z2 θ2(Z2, X2)) (θ2-epsilon)
= θ2(Z2 θ2(Z2, y),X2).
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This completes the proof that the syntactic right-complement associated with 〈 A : Rθ 〉+
satisfies the θ-cube condition. By Theorem 15, we deduce that the amalgamated free prod-
uct M = M1⋆h1=h2M2 is left-cancellative and admits conditional right lcms. A symmetric(v.3)
argument allows to conclude thatM is cancellative and admits both left and right conditional
lcms.
Finally, let∆i denote the smallest Garside element inMi of which hi is a root, say∆i = hpii
for i ∈ {1, 2}. We naturally define ∆ = hp1∨p2 with h = h1 = h2. By construc-
tion, ∆ inherits the quasicentrality from ∆1 and ∆2: for any b ∈ M , there exists an ele-
ment b′ ∈ M satisfying ∆b = b′∆. Therefore, for any left-divisor d of ∆, say ∆ = db, we
find ∆b = b′∆ = b′db, hence ∆ = b′d by right-cancellativity. Using a symmetric argument,
we deduce that the set of its right divisors coincides with the set of its left divisors. The
latter includes A1 ⊔ A2 by definition, thus generates M . Therefore, ∆ is a Garside element
for M . ⊓⊔
Remark 18 An extremal case—when the roots are chosen to correspond to some powers of
minimal Garside elements—has been considered very early in [15, 33].
Remark 19 An amalgamated free product of cancellative monoids M1 andM2 along a (can-
cellative) monoid H need not inherit the cancellativity of M1 and M2. While the unitarity
assumption on H ensures the embedding of both M1 and M2 into the amalgamated free
product, it is not sufficient to guarantee the cancellativity of the latter (see for instance the
counterexample of [24, Section 3]).
Remark 20 With different approaches and motivations, a related result appeared in the con-
text of so-called preGarside monoids [21]. No condition for the existence of a Garside ele-
ment is considered. A so-called special property on H (stronger than unitarity) is required.
The latter is far to be satisfied in our cyclic amalgam framework.
Example 21 The simplest examples are those monoids K+p,q = 〈 s, t : sp = tq 〉+
obtained with M1 = 〈 s 〉+, M2 = 〈 t 〉+, and H = 〈 h 〉+ with φ1 : h 7→ sp
and φ2 : h 7→ tq . They are well-known Garside monoids associated with torus knot groups
(whenever p and q are coprime), see [14, 15, 33, 37].
∆
1
3
κ ∆
2
3
κ ∆
1
1
κ
hκ y xy yx xyxy yxyx yy xxyxy xyxxy yxxyx yxyxx yyyhχ
∆
1
4
χ b 4242 4611 4611 580609 580609 572541 510474 510474 510474 510474 1161
∆
1
3
χ a 17 19 19 74 74 78 76 76 76 76 301
∆
1
2
χ bb 858 760 760 12622 12622 11010 7904 7904 7904 7904 89
aa 71 70 70 249 249 253 206 206 206 206 831
∆
2
3
χ cb 57 57 57 161 161 157 140 140 140 140 501
∆
1
1
χ aaa 300 225 225 917 917 837 611 611 611 611 19
Table 1 for Example 22: the number of simples of the Garside monoid Mχ ⋆hχ=hκ Mκ for roots hχ ∈ ∆
p
q
χ
with p
q
∈
{
1
4
, 1
3
, 1
2
, 2
3
, 1
1
}
and hκ ∈ ∆
p
q
κ with pq =
{
1
3
, 1
2
, 1
1
}
.
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Example 22 Take again Mχ = 〈 a, b, c : a2 = bc, b3 = ca 〉+ from Example 2 and Mκ =
〈 x, y : xyxyx = yy 〉+ from Example 6. Choose the amalgamated submonoid H = 〈 h 〉+
with φ1 : h 7→ cb ∈ ∆
2
3
χ and φ2 : h 7→ yxyx ∈ ∆
2
3
κ for instance. Then Mχ ⋆cb=yxyx Mκ
is a Garside monoid with minimal Garside element b8 = (cb)3 = (yxyx)3 admitting 161
simples, whose lattice is displayed in Figure 4. Table 1 further illustrates the wide variety of
those Garside monoids obtained as free products with cyclic amalgamation Mχ⋆hχ=hκMκ,
even when one arbitrarily restricts the roots hχ and hκ to be chosen respectively from the
set ∆
p
q
χ with, say, pq ∈
{
1
4 ,
1
3 ,
1
2 ,
2
3 ,
1
1
}
and the set ∆
p
q
κ with pq =
{
1
3 ,
1
2 ,
1
1
}
. Such Garside
structures may become huge: choosing hχ ∈ ∆
3
4
χ for instance, we obtain almost 74 million
simples for Mχ ⋆ac=xxyxy Mκ, and about seven times for Mχ ⋆ca=xxyxy Mκ.
Theorem 16 allows to deduce a complete characterization of those cyclic amalgamated free
products of Garside groups which are Garside as well.
Corollary 23 Let M1 and M2 be some Garside monoids. The (enveloping group of) the
cyclic amalgamated free product M1 ⋆h1=h2 M2 is Garside if and only if h1 is a root of
some Garside element in M1 and h2 is a root of some Garside element in M2.
Proof Theorem 16 coincides with (⇐), so it suffices to show (⇒). The center of M =
M1 ⋆h1=h2 M2 is Z(M) = Z(M1) ∩ Z(M2) (see [30] or [41] for instance). Since the
amalgamated submonoid H is infinite cyclic by hypothesis, Z(M) is then either trivial or
infinite cyclic. Now, since M is non-trivial and assumed to be Garside, Z(M) cannot be
trivial, hence Z(M) is infinite cyclic, say 〈 z 〉+. Therefore, the central Garside element z
is some non-trivial power of hi for i ∈ {1, 2}. ⊓⊔
At this point we have to emphasize the associativity of the free product with cyclic amalga-
mated submonoids in Theorem 16. A consequence is the following.
A labelled tree T is a tree with a labelling map λ which, with every edge between two
vertices a and b associates two labels λa,b and λb,a belonging to {2, 3, 4 . . .}. In this case,
the tree product G(T ) is the group presented by
〈 a ∈ V (T ) : aλa,b = bλb,a for {a, b} ∈ E(T ) 〉.
Fig. 4 The 161-simple lattice of the amalgamated free product Mχ ⋆cb=yxyx Mκ from Example 22.
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Corollary 24 Every tree product of infinite cyclic groups is a Garside group.
Example 25 Let T0 be the labelled tree of Figure 8 (in which the gray labels of vertices will
be explained later in the proof of Theorem 26 and Example 32). According to Corollary 24,
the group G(T0) is Garside.
4 HNN extensions
We characterize and study those cyclic HNN extensions of a Garside monoid whose en-
veloping groups are Garside as well (under some mild atomicity condition). Again the roots
of Garside elements play a crucial role.
Let M and H be two monoids with morphisms φ1 : H →֒M and φ2 : H →֒M . The HNN
extension of M with respect to H , φ1, and φ2 is the monoid
〈M, t : φ1(h)t = tφ2(h), h ∈ H 〉
+.
Theorem 26 Let M be a Garside monoid and H be the infinite cyclic monoid 〈 h 〉+ with a
morphism φi : H →֒ M for i ∈ {1, 2} satisfying ||φ1(h)|| = ||φ2(h)||. Then the enveloping
group of the HNN extension 〈M, t : φ1(h)t = tφ2(h) 〉+ is a Garside group if and only if
φ1(h) and φ2(h) are two n-th roots of the same Garside element in M for some n > 0.(v.3)
(v.3) Here again, a necessary assumption is actually that φ1(H) and φ2(H) have to contain the
(v.3) same Garside element of M . When restricted to cyclic HNN extensions, the latter naturally
expresses in terms of roots of Garside elements (see also Remark 17).
Proof Let ĎM denote the HNN extension 〈 M, t : h1t = th2 〉+ where hi denotes φi(h)
for i ∈ {1, 2} and let sG denote its enveloping group 〈 G, t : h1t = th2 〉.
By hypothesis, the monoid M is cancellative and the monoid H is the infinite cyclic monoid,
hence φi(H) = 〈 hi 〉+ is a so-called unitary submonoid of M for each i ∈ {1, 2} (see the
proof of Theorem 16). Therefore, according to [25, Theorem 1], the monoid M embeds into
its cyclic HNN extension ĎM .
(⇒) The centre Z( sG) of sG is the subgroup Z(G) ∩ φ1(K) ∩ φ2(K) [30, 41] where K
denotes the group of fractions of H and the morphism φi : K → G extends φi : H → M
for each i ∈ {1, 2}. Since K is infinite cyclic by hypothesis, Z( sG) is then either trivial
or infinite cyclic. Now, since sG is non-trivial and assumed to be Garside, Z( sG) cannot be
trivial, hence Z( sG) is infinite cyclic. By Corollary 11, Z( sG) is the group of fractions of
some 〈 z 〉+ = Z(M) ∩ φ1(H) ∩ φ2(H). Therefore, the Garside element z is some non-
trivial power hℓ1 of h1 which has to be central in G. Moreover, hℓ1 has to commute with t,
that is, hℓ1t = thℓ1 holds. Now, h1 satisfies h1t = th2 by definition of sG, hence hd1t = thd2
for any d ∈ Z. We find thℓ1 = thℓ2 in sG, hence hℓ1 = hℓ2 in Z(G).
(⇐) Let A be the set of atoms of M . As it stands, the monoid ĎM need not provide a Garside
structure to its enveloping group sG. The trick is to introduce the map ψ defined by
ψ : x 7→
{
t for x = t,
xt for x ∈ A.
which uniquely extends to a group isomorphism, corresponding to a change of generators.(v.3)
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We claim that the submonoid of ψ(ĎM) generated by A ⊔ {t} is Garside. We consider the
natural candidate-monoid ĎM whose presentation is obtained from that of ĎM by keeping the
set of atoms A ⊔ {t} and by stuffing each relation with the stable atom t. Formally, for any
nonempty word u =
∏m
i=1 ai with ai ∈ A, the word denoted by u
t is a1
∏m
i=2(tai). So,
every relation u = v from M becomes u t = v t in ĎM and the special relation h1t = th2
becomes h1
t
t = th2
t in ĎM . We shall show that ĎM is a Garside monoid whose enveloping
group is the HNN extension sG.
First, the assumption ||φ1(h)|| = ||φ2(h)|| guarantees ĎM to inherit the atomicity from M .
Indeed, the mapping ν¯ from ĎM to the integers defined by (v.3)
ν¯(b0 t b1 t · · · t bn) = n+
n∑
k=0
||bk||
with bk ∈M for 0 ≤ k ≤ n satisfies Condition (i) from Lemma 5 (the same holds for ĎM ).
Let M = 〈 A : Rθ 〉+. By definition, we have
ĎM = 〈 A ⊔ {t} : Rθ ⊔ {u1t = tu2} 〉
+,
where ui ∈ A∗ is any fixed representative of hi for i ∈ {1, 2}. We deduce
ĎM = 〈 A ⊔ {t} :
⊔
(x,y)∈A2
{
xθ(x, y)
t
= yθ(y, x)
t
}
⊔ {u1
tt = tu2
t} 〉+.
We shall prove that ĎM admits a complemented presentation 〈 A ⊔ {t} : R
θ¯
〉+ where the
syntactic right-complement θ¯ essentially extends the syntactic right-complement θ via the
map ψ. Formally, we first simply set
θ¯(x, y) = t θ(x, y)
t
for (x, y) ∈ A2.
Let x1 ∈ A denote the leftmost letter of u1 and let v1 ∈ A∗ be the word satisfying u1 =
x1v1. Then we set:
θ¯(x1, t) = t v1
tt and θ¯(t, x1) = u2t.
Finally, for x ∈ Ar {x1}, we set:
θ¯(x, t) = t θ(x, u1)
t
and θ¯(t, x) = u2t θ(u1, x)
t
.
So θ¯ is well-defined and gives to ĎM a right-complemented presentation 〈 A ⊔ {t} : R
θ¯
〉+. (v.3)
The syntactic right-complement θ¯ is defined on (A ⊔ {t})2 and, by Lemma 13, it can be
uniquely extended by using
θ¯(u, vw) = θ¯(u, v) θ¯(θ¯(v, u), w) and θ¯(vw, u) = θ¯(w, θ¯(v, u)) (θ¯-extension)
for any u, v, w ∈ (A ⊔ {t})∗. The diagrammatic mechanisms associated with a syntactic
complement turn out to be essentially invariant under the stuffing operation. Indeed, we
prove that
θ¯(ut, vt) = t θ(u, v)
t (θ¯-invariance)
holds for u, v ∈ A+. We use induction on the number n of steps of computation. For n = 1,
hence |u| = |v| = 1, we have (ut, vt) = (u, v) ∈ A2 and the result follows by definition.
Assume n > 1 and, without loss of generality, v = xw with x ∈ A and w 6= ε, the n steps
decompose into n1 + 1 + n2 steps according to the following diagram
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n1 step(s) n2 step(s)
x wt
ut
θ(x, u)
t
θ(w,θ(x, u))
t
θ(u, x)
t
θ(θ(x,u), w)
t
t
t t
t t
ε
and we obtain
θ¯(vt, ut) = θ¯(xwt, ut)
= θ¯(x t wt, ut)
(IH)
= t θ(w,θ(x, u))
t
= t θ(xw,u)
t
= t θ(v, u)
t
θ¯(ut, vt) = θ¯(ut, xwt)
= θ¯(ut, x t wt)
(IH)
= t θ(u, x)
t
t θ(θ(x, u), w)
t
= t θ(u, x) θ(θ(x, u), w)
t
= t θ(u, v)
t
,
which concludes the induction. Similarly, we could find
θ¯(ut, vtt) = t θ(u, v)
t
and θ¯(vtt, ut) = θ(v, u)
t
.
The point is now to check the θ¯-cube condition. Since ĎM is atomic, we only need to check
it on A ⊔ {t}. It suffices to consider the two following cases, since the others are either
symmetric or trivial.

θ¯(θ¯(x, t), θ¯(x, y)) = θ¯(t θ(x, u1)
t
, t θ(x, y)
t
)
= θ¯(θ(x, u1)
t
, θ(x, y)
t
) (θ¯-epsilon)
= t θ(θ(x, u1), θ(x, y))
t (θ¯-invariance)
θ¯(θ¯(t, x), θ¯(t, y)) = θ¯(u2
t θ(u1, x)
t
, u2
t θ(u1, y)
t
)
= θ¯(θ(u1, x)
t
, θ(u1, y)
t
) (θ¯-epsilon)
= t θ(θ(u1, x), θ(u1, y))
t (θ-invariance)
= t θ(θ(x, u1), θ(x, y))
t (θ-cube)

θ¯(θ¯(x, y), θ¯(x, t)) = θ¯(t θ(x, y)
t
, t θ(x, u1)
t
)
= θ¯(θ(x, y)
t
, θ(x, u1)
t
) (θ¯-epsilon)
= t θ(θ(x, y),θ(x, u1))
t (θ¯-invariance)
θ¯(θ¯(y, x), θ¯(y, t)) = θ¯(t θ(y, x)
t
, t θ(y, u1)
t
)
= θ¯(θ(y, x)
t
, θ(y, u1)
t
) (θ¯-epsilon)
= t θ(θ(y, x),θ(y, u1))
t (θ¯-invariance)
= t θ(θ(x, y),θ(x, u1))
t (θ-cube)
(v.3) According to Theorem 15, ĎM is therefore a cancellative monoid admitting conditional lcms.
Here is the point where the hypothesis on the exponents enters the scene. The existence of a
(central) Garside element is what is needed to conclude that ĎM is a Garside monoid whose
group of fractions is the enveloping group sG. Indeed, let z denote some central Garside
element of M . The hypothesis ǫ(h1) = ǫ(h2) implies that the centre is non-trivial and then
that ψ(z) = z tt is a central Garside element in ĎM , concluding the proof. ⊓⊔
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Remark 27 The additional assumption ||φ1(h)|| = ||φ2(h)|| can be naturally expressed more
generally as the existence of any norm ν satisfying Lemma 5(i).
Whenever the monoid M admits an additive norm ν+, such an assumption becomes super-
fluous, thanks to the required condition on exponents: hℓ1 = hℓ2 implies ν+(h1) = ν+(h2).
On the contrary, Example 29 below illustrates various behaviors of cyclic HNN extensions
of Mκ possibly depending on this additional assumption.
Example 28 The simplest examples are those well-known Baumslag-Solitar groups
BS(m,m) = 〈 s, t : smt = tsm 〉,
which are cyclic HNN extension of the infinite cyclic group. Known as the Baumslag-Solitar
semigroups (see [8,26,39]), the associated monoids BS+(m,m) = 〈 s, t : smt = tsm 〉+
are cancellative atomic monoids admitting conditional lcms, but fail to be Garside monoids
for m > 1. Now, the t-stuffed version (that is, the submonoid of ψ(BS+(m,m)) generated
by {s, t}) turns out to coincide with a dihedral Artin-Tits monoid
B
+(I2(2m)) = 〈 s, t : (st)m = (ts)m 〉+
which is Garside and embeds into its group of fractions BS(m,m) for m > 0.
Example 29 Much more complicated examples are provided by the slightly pathological
Garside monoidMκ = 〈 x, y : xyxyx = yy 〉+ from Example 6. Recall here thatMκ admits
no additive norm, that is, no norm ν satisfying ν(ab) = ν(a) + ν(b) for any (a, b) ∈ Mκ.
Its minimal Garside element ∆ = y3 admits three cube roots while ∆2 admits seven:
∆
1
3 = {y, xy, yx} and ∆
2
3 = {xyxy, yxyx, yy, xxyxy, yxxyx, yxxyx, yxyxx}.
We have ||y|| = 1, ||xy|| = ||yx|| = 2, ||xyxy|| = ||yxyx|| = 4, ||yy|| = ||xxyxy|| = ||yxxyx|| =
||yxxyx|| = ||yxyxx|| = 5, and ||y3|| = 6.
Table 2 gathers the possible cyclic HNN extensions of Mκ when one arbitrarily restricts a
pair (h1, h2) of images of h to be chosen from the set ∆
p
q with p
q
=
{
1
3 ,
1
2 ,
1
1
}
.
The nine cases corresponding with the restriction to ∆
1
3 seem to catch at a glance the whole
picture. For (h1, h2) = (g, g) with g ∈ ∆
1
3 , the associated cyclic HNN extensions admit
z-stuffed presentations defining Garside monoids ĎMκ,g,g (with respectively 88, 96, and 96
simples). The latter two are non-isomorphic, but anti-isomorphic. The monoid ĎMκ,yx,xy is
Garside (with 96 simples), is neither isomorphic nor anti-isomorphic to any of the latter
two, now it is anti-isomorphic to the monoid ĎMκ,xy,yx (see Figure 5). The monoid ĎMκ,xy,y
is clearly non-atomic, now its enveloping group also envelops the Garside monoid ĎMκ,y,xy.
Figure 6 displays its 126-simple lattice, whose anti-isomorphic image corresponds to the
(Garside) monoid ĎMκ,yx,y (whose enveloping group of fractions also envelops the non-
atomic monoid ĎMκ,y,yx).
The previous result can be fully applied to the class of tree products of infinite cyclic groups.
Gathering Corollary 24 and Theorem 26, we obtain:
Corollary 30 Let T be a finite labelled tree. For any v0, v1 ∈ V (T ), the cyclic HNN exten-
sion 〈G(T ), t : tv0 = v1t 〉 is a Garside group if and only if the label (p1, q1, . . . , pm, qm)
of the path between v0 and v1 satisfies p1 · · · pm = q1 · · · qm.
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Fig. 5 The (non-isomorphic) 96-simple lattices of ĎMκ,xy,xy = 〈 x, y, z : xzyzxzyzx = yzy, xzyz =
zxzy 〉+ (anti-isomorphic to ĎMκ,yx,yx) and of ĎMκ,xy,yx = 〈 x, y, z : xzyzxzyzx = yzy, xzyz = zyzx 〉+
(anti-isomorphic to ĎMκ,yx,xy) from Example 29.
Fig. 6 The 126-simple lattices of ĎMκ,y,xy = 〈 x, y, z : xzyzxzyzx = yzy, yz = zxzy 〉+ (anti-isomorphic
to ĎMκ,yx,y) from Example 29.
Proof By Corollary 24, G(T ) is a Garside group. According to Theorem 26, it remains
to verify that any two vertices v0, v1 ∈ V (T ) satisfy ǫ(v0) = ǫ(v1) if and only if the
label (p1, q1, . . . , pm, qm) of the path v0 = x0 → x1 → · · · → xm−1 → xm = v1
satisfies p1 · · · pm = q1 · · · qm. We have
ǫ(v0) = q1
ǫ(x1) ∨ p1
p1
∨ r0 and ǫ(v1) = qm
ǫ(xm) ∨ pm
pm
∨ rm
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v0
r0
r1
rm−1
v1
rm
v0
r0
r1
rm−1 v1
rm
p1
q1
p2
qm−1
pm
qm p1
q1
p2
qm−1
pm
qm
Fig. 7 Computing the exponents ǫ(v0) and ǫ(v1) along the corresponding path (proof of Corollary 30).
and the result follows (see Figure 7). ⊓⊔
Remark 31 By specializing the approach of the proof of Theorem 26, the centre of the
tree product G(T ) of infinite cyclic groups can be computed as follows. We pick a ver-
tex v and consider all the maximal paths finishing with v. For such a path dv labelled
with (p1, q1, . . . , pm, qm), the exponent ǫ(dv) coincides with the final term em of the se-
quence (ei)1≤i≤m defined by e1 = q1 and ei =
ei−1 ∨ pi
pi
qi for 1 < i ≤ m. The centre
of G(T ) is generated by vǫ(v) with ǫ(v) =
∨
dv
ǫ(dv).
Moreover, by Corollary 30, the cyclic HNN extension 〈 G(T ), t : tv0 = v1t 〉 is Garside if
and only ǫ(v0) = ǫ(v1) holds.
Example 32 In Figure 8, each vertex v ∈ V (T0) has been labeled with the value ǫ(v). So, in
addition to the seven direct HNN extensions corresponding to loops (that is, with v0 = v1),
Corollary 30 allows to foresee that exactly two single cyclic HNN extensions are Garside
(ǫ(v0) = ǫ(v1) ∈ {48, 60}). Multiple cyclic HNN extensions (for instance ǫ(v0) =
ǫ(v1) = 48 plus ǫ(v′0) = ǫ(v′1) = 60) provide again Garside groups.
∆
1
3 ∆
2
3 ∆
1
1
h2 y xy yx xyxy yxyx yy xxyxy xyxxy yxxyx yxyxx yyy
h1 ||hi|| 1 2 2 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 6
y 1 88 126 ∞
∆
1
3 xy 2 ∞ 96 96
yx 2 126 96 96
xyxy 4 2304 2304 ∞ 1561 1687 1561 1687
yxyx 4 2304 2304 2552 1687 1561 1561 ∞
yy 5 2552 ∞ 1808 1109 1109 1109 1109
∆
2
3 xxyxy 5 ∞ 1687 1109 804 804 804 804
xyxxy 5 1561 1561 1109 804 804 804 804
yxxyx 5 1561 1687 1109 804 804 804 804
yxyxx 5 1687 1561 1109 804 804 804 804
∆
1
1 yyy 6 44
Table 2 for Example 29: the number of simples of the Garside monoid ĎMκ for these HNN extensions of Mκ
with hi = φi(h) ∈ ∆
1
3 ⊔ ∆
2
3 ⊔ ∆
1
1 for i ∈ {1, 2}. Gray cells correspond to pairs (h1, h2) with ||h1|| 6=
||h2||, while the symbol ∞ indicates when ĎMκ is effectively non-atomic.
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All the arguments advanced here can be carefully revisited in order to obtained an even
more general result that a Generalized Baumslag-Solitar group is Garside if and only if its
centre is non-trivial, which essentially seems that a GBS group is Garside whenever it is a
GBS-tree group [28].
Finally, the possible mechanism—if ĎMκ,h1,h2 is not atomic, then ĎMκ,h2,h1 is atomic—
observed for instance in Example 29 and Table 2, could lead to raise the question of weak-
ening or even skipping the length assumption in Theorem 26. However, as already men-
tioned in Example 28, the Baumslag-Solitar group BS(m,n) = 〈 s, t : smt = tsn 〉 is
a Garside group if and only if BS(m,n) is an automatic group if and only if m = n holds
(see [19, Example 7.4.1]).
5 Pietrowski groups
Using the solution of Pietrowski for the isomorphism problem for one-relator groups with
non-trivial centre [40], we finally state that a non-cyclic one-relator group is Garside if and
only if its centre is non-trivial.
Theorem 33 [40, Theorems 1 and 3] Assume that G is a non-cyclic one-relator group with
non-trivial centre. Then, if G/[G,G] is not free abelian, G can be uniquely1 presented as
〈 a1, a2, . . . , am : a
p1
1 = a
q1
2 , . . . , a
pm−1
m−1 = a
qm−1
m 〉
with pi, qi ≥ 2 and (pi, qj) = 1 for i > j, and, if G/[G,G] is free abelian, G can be
uniquely2 presented as
〈 a, a1, a2, . . . , am : aa1 = ama, a
p1
1 = a
q1
2 , . . . , a
pm−1
m−1 = a
qm−1
m 〉
with pi, qi ≥ 2, (pi, qj) = 1 for i > j and p1p2 · · · pm−1 = q1q2 · · · qm−1.
A group is an m-Pietrowski group if it admits one of the presentations of Theorem 33 for
some integer m > 1.
We choose the just-above term as a short for Baumslag-Collins-Karrass-McCool-Meskin-
Metaftsis-Magnus-Murasugi-Pietrowski-Solitar-Steinberg-Taylor group.
1 modulo mirror symmetry
2 modulo exchange and cyclic permutations
90
60
45
60
48
24
48
3 2
4
3
3
3 5
4
3
6
2
5
Fig. 8 A labelled tree T0 with the value of ǫ(v) for each vertex v (Examples 25 and 32).
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We gather three properties (see [31, 40]) illustrating the distribution of one-relator groups
with non-trivial centre within the class of Pietrowski groups.
Every m-Pietrowski group with m ≤ 3 is a one-relator group: the group
〈 a1, a2, a3 : a
p1
1 = a
q1
2 , a
p2
2 = a
q2
3 〉
with pi, qi ≥ 2 and (q1, p2) = 1 is isomorphic to the group
〈 a1, a3 : πq2,q1(a
p1
1 , a
−q2
3 ) 〉
where πλ,µ(x, y) denotes the unique primitive element (up to conjugation) with exponent
sum λ on x and µ on y.
The group 〈 a1, a2, a3, a4 : a21 = a22, a52 = a53, a33 = a34 〉 is not a one-relator group.
For every m, there exists an m-Pietrowski group which is a one-relator group.
Applying Corollaries 24 and 30, we deduce these rather amazing facts:
Corollary 34 Every Pietrowski group is Garside.
Corollary 35 A non-cyclic one-relator group is Garside if and only if its centre is non-
trivial.
Note that Baumslag and Taylor [2] have given an algorithm for deciding whether or not a
one-relator group has a non-trivial centre. By Corollary 35, we can decide whether or not a
one-relator group is a Garside group.
Example 36 Figure 9 displays the 1353-simple lattice of a Garside structure for the one-
relator group
〈 a, x : x8ax−6a−1x4ax−6a−1 〉,
whose associated Pietrowski presentation is
〈 a, x1, x2, x3 : ax1 = x3a, x
4
1 = x
2
2, x
3
2 = x
6
3 〉.
Interestingly, such a Garside structure provides an explicit biautomatic structure [11,37,38].
Corollary 37 All Pietrowski groups and, in particular, all (non-cyclic) one-relator groups
with non-trivial centre are biautomatic.
All Pietrowski groups and, in particular, all (non-cyclic) one-relator groups with non-trivial
centre are torsion-free. In particular, gathering Corollary 37 and the solution of Newman
for one-relator groups with torsion [32], the conjugacy problem [1, Problem (O5)] remains
open for torsion-free one-relator groups with trivial centre (see also [29]).
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Fig. 9 The 1353-simple lattice for the one-relator group 〈 a, x : x8ax−6a−1x4ax−6a−1〉 (Example 36).
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